
Job ID:     RK082411C 

Job Title:    Supply Chain Manager 

Degree Requirements:   Bachelors Degree 

Years of Experience:  5+ 

Type of Position:   Contract Position – 3 – 6 months 

Location:    SE Massachusetts Area  

Travel Required:   25% - 40% 

 

Our client has an IMMEDIATE NEED for a Supply Chain Manager in the SE Massachusetts area.  You 

must bring a Bachelors degree 5+ years work experience in Supply Chain Management ( Purchasing, 

Inventory Control, etc. ).  No relocation or Per Diem is budgeted for this position.   

 

The MUST HAVE REQUIREMENTS for this position are: 

* Bachelors Degree 

* 5+ years work experience Supply Chain Management ( Purchasing, Inventory Control, Logistics ) 

* Prior experience in a supervisory role 

* Knowledge of MRP software 

* Knowledge of Purchasing practices & policies 

* Expertise in using electronic inventories, production scheduling & purchasing 

 

 

A PLUS in this position is: 

* Advanced degree 

 

 

The RESPONSIBILITIES of this position include but are not limited to: 

* Develop, implement & maintain purchasing policies to ensure timely delivery of inventory 

* Coordinate purchasing, production, & engineering department ensuring adequate & efficient material  

   supply 

* Provide inventory control & forecast of anticipated material requirements for on time delivery 

* Lead purchasing & planning organizations ensuring achievement of revenue commitments & production  

   schedules 

* Maintain & establish acceptable inventory levels for production without negatively impacting cash flow 

* Insure customer satisfaction by daily review of orders with shipping, planning & production for on time  

   delivery 

* Support, direct & train employees in inventory methods and control 

* Maintain accurate inventory base & statistical data ( transaction processing, cycle counts, physical  

   inventory ) 

* Work with global contract manufacturers reducing component prices 

  

 If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us in a 

Word document at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in 

the subject line of your email.   

 

In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and 

expertise as it applies to this position.     

 

Please provide us with your salary requirements. 

 
KEY WORDS:  Bachelors degree, supply chain, purchasing, inventory control, global sourcing, logistics, 

on time delivery, MRP, transaction processing, cycle count, physical inventory, supervision, purchasing 

policies, production schedule, cash flow,  
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